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Description studying here works here King is the leading university providing world-class teaching and cutting-edge research. We are ranked sixth in the UK in terms of quality and quantity of research activity (Research Excellence Framework 2014). King's has played a major role in many of the achievements shaping modern life, such as the discovery of dna structure and
research that led to the development of radio, television, mobile phones and radar. King's continues to spearhead research and pioneer new ideas to make the world a better place. King's is London's sexiest university, with five campuses connected through the heart of the capital, allowing us to build partnerships with key London institutions and form international talks. We
collaborate on research projects, share teaching resources and create internship opportunities to improve our students' experience. Current partners include the British Library, the British Museum, the National Gallery, shakespeare's globe, the Southbank Centre, Tate Modern and more. Our central location and diverse partnerships allow students to connect in one of the world's
most declassified cities. King's is not just an enriching experience from an academic perspective – we have a diverse and active student community, with nearly 30,000 students from about 150 countries around the world. With 5 campuses in the heart of the capital, King's is London's most modern university and provides students with a place in one of the world's most respected
and breathtaking cities. King's students benefit from the university's global reputation, as well as opportunities for local and global connections with employers, universities and organizations from government, business and industry to charities, sports and culture. We host guest speakers and provide opportunities for internships and active employment. 94 per cent of graduates are
full-time within six months of graduation (DHLE, 2014) and we are ranked in the UK top 5 universities for graduate employability. Our world-leading research has enabled groundbreaking discoveries and advances that continue to shape modern live. We're rated 11th. King's stands out in particular in a wide range of health areas, including psychiatry, medicine, nursing and
dentistry, and works with teaching hospitals and comprehensive mental health services to provide students with a thorough education experience. King's College London is the world's leading research-led university, ranked seventh in the Research Excellence Framework in 2014. King's provides an intellectually stimulating working environment, with connections and prestigious
international partnerships within and in all disciplines – scientific and medical, social and creative. Our position in central London gives us and our staff the opportunity to form and have international talks in politics, government, law, culture, religion, medicine and business. We are committed to making the world a better place through the advancement of knowledge, learning and
understanding, and we are passionate about harnessing and empowering our diverse community in search of this mission. We know that to succeed we need to attract the best local and international talent from all backgrounds to work at all levels across the university. All ranked institutions have an overall score and 4 pillar ratings. However, for each pillar, only institutions ranked
in the top 500 overall or the top 500 in this pillar have a publicly visible rating of Art, Food, Music, Shopping - you will never find yourself with nothing to do in the world's most important city. King's College London is one of the top 25 universities in the world (2016/17 QS World University Rankings) and among the oldest in England. King's has more than 27,600 students (nearly
10,500 of whom are graduates) from about 150 countries around the world and about 6,800 employees. King's has an outstanding reputation for cutting-top teaching and cutting-end research. In the 2014 Research Excellence Framework (REF), King's ranked 6th nationally in the 'power' rankings, which takes into account both the quality and quantity of research activity, and the
7th in quality according to the Times Higher Education rankings. Eighty-four percent of the research at King's was rated world-leading or internationally excellent (3* and 4*). The university is in the top seven UK universities for research earnings and has a total annual income of more than £684 million. King's has a particularly prominent reputation in the humanities, law, sciences
(including a wide range of health fields such as psychiatry, medicine, nursing and dentistry) and social sciences, including international affairs. It played a major role in many of the achievements that shaped modern life, such as the discovery of DNA structure and research that led to the development of radio, television, mobile phones and radar. King's College London and Guy's
and St Thomas', King's College Hospital and South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trusts are part of King's Health Partners. The King's Health Partners Academic Health Sciences Centre (AHSC) is a pioneering global collaboration between one of the world's leading research-led universities and three of london's most successful NHS Foundation Trusts, including leading
teaching hospitals and comprehensive mental health services. For more information visit: www.kingshealthpartners.org.King's £600 million campaign, World Affairs| KING's responses have brought enormous global influence in areas where has special expertise. Philanthropic support funded new research to save young lives at Evelina London Children's Hospital; Founded king's
dickson poon school of law as a world leader in transnational law; Built a new Cancer Center at Guy's Hospital; enable unique collaboration between leading neuroscientists to quickly monitor new treatments for Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, motor neurone disease, depression and schizophrenia at the new Maurice Wohl Institute for Clinical Neuroscience; He founded
the Cicely Saunders Institute: the world's first academic institution dedicated to palliative care and supported the King's Partnership of Sierra Leone in the Ebola crisis. Donations provide more than 300 of the most promising students with scholarships and exchanges each year. More information about the campaign is available in www.kcl.ac.uk/kingsanswers. Find out if you have
what it takes at the FT's online MBA gym. Masters GymA a free, interactive online experience for anyone thinking of a master's theistrics. Not compatible with your browser Your browser: Chrome 41 Your OS: Windows 6.1 Livestorm is compatible with More information In November last year a letter appeared in the London Review of Books that should be carved in stone. She
recalled a reception held in the early 90s at the British Embassy in Tokyo, where some attachés guffing about how dreaming towers of Albion would become centers of entrepreneurship - just like the private sector. Hearing this, the normally polite and reserved Japanese professor felt moved by the protest: Your universities – will follow the British business model? But British
business is... I am sorry... not good. He's dead, and your universities are well-known and respected. They're not dead. Not yet, sensei – but we are working on it, with a series of reform blows and improvements in cuts. The latest attack is on the Strand, in the centre of the capital, at one of the UK's most famous universities. The term university in crisis is not reminiscent of King's
College London. Founded in 1829, it has a worldwide reputation, along with more than £1bn in assets, foundations, investments and cash. Yet in recent months it has become a place for farce - a particularly strange farce, um, that ultimately makes you furious. In May, university managers announced that 120 scientists would lose their jobs. Just like that: no warning, no water
testing to see who might go on voluntary layoffs. Nor any budget state of emergency: the latest accounts start with the College is in a strong financial position, and last year it had revenues of £587m. Still, managers argue that more cash is needed to finance expansion - especially to buy and maintain buildings. We'll be back by that point. But first put yourself in the loafers of the
director at King's, looking for Release. How to choose who should go? Maybe, I can hear venturing, maybe let in the less able-bodied, or those who follow less vital lines of inquiry? Ah, how naïve. Axe-wielders at King's have set two primary criteria for which health researchers get to keep their jobs: either they're already teaching students for a minimum number of hours, or they're
bringing in a lot of grant money. According to a confidential college consultation paper, a professor at the Institute of Psychiatry is expected to earn a £200,000 grant at his college. Every year. The paper does not mention the quality of research, nor its independence from commercial interests. By these criteria, the professor of psychiatry takes 200 thousand from Nando's to prove
that grilled chicken gives birth to well-being will be golden; His colleague is looking at schizophrenia in the prison system at half that amount will be for the chop. You may think this is stubborn; You haven't heard half of it. After Times Higher Education published a criticism of Oxford psychology professor Dorothy Bishop's cuts, King's representatives went below her online article to
announce that they had changed their minds about the cuts announced just six weeks earlier - there would be only half of the layoffs. The new figure of 57 is described as the result of a strong and thorough review. You can justifiably ask if this means that the earlier review was done just for the laughs. You can ask yourself, with even more justification, what kind of employer
informs their staff if they will keep their jobs through the topic of online commentary. But this is King's – a higher education institute that has ever wanted to emulate any nonsense it sees as a business practice. This is the faculty where IT staff have to complete performance assessments by asking if they have delighted our customers; where executives have previously told
students not to worry about cuts to teaching staff, as they will have better Wi-Fi to compensate; where the outgoing college principal, Rick Trainor, recently justified his £321,000 annual pay package by saying: If you want the best, you have to pay the best. If anyone claims to be among the best, it's the health researchers at King's. Over the last century, college alumni have won 12
Nobel Prizes, for work including developing beta-blockers, a vaccine for yellow fever and DNA mapping. Last week, staff at one of the affected schools were on all the papers because they discovered a blood test that makes it easier to detect Alzheimer's. Why do King's bosses want to destroy this? This is not for financial security: credit rating agency S&amp;P warned managers
last year that pressure to maintain academic and non-academic service standards would strain the ability to further reduce costs. Partly so is that the college, which already has one The most valuable property portfolios in Britain, they can continue to buy buildings - as if properties lie at the core of the academic ideal. But it also reflects a larger trend at our universities, which have
increasingly befallen league-table observation and groupthink. In their plans, King's polo managers are hoping to be just below Imperial and Oxbridge. When asked which league table they view, senior management replied: As a single measure of league table rankings, we use research revenues or revenues. In other words: forget about academic quality – feel my bundle. This
Japanese professor was right: pushed to the market, higher education managers don't really know how to act. So they monkey each other, pass on what they do to what's left of the staff as new wisdom - and pay themselves huge sums for destroying one of the few sectors in which Britain runs the world. The result in all its strategic confusion and anxiety-catching is the university's
version of The Thick of It: from beans to mugs, those HE bosses fuck up. Twitter: @chakrabortty @chakrabortty
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